When a surface S is referred to a conjugate system of lines, its point coordinates are solutions of a partial differential equation of the Laplace type, called the point equation for the given conjugate system. Throughout this paper we consider surfaces referred to conjugate systems, and hence we will use the symbol S to denote either the surface or the parametric system upon it, as the case may be. When the developables of a linear congruence G meet S in the parametric conjugate system, we say that 67 and S are conjugate to one another.
When a surface S is referred to a conjugate system of lines, its point coordinates are solutions of a partial differential equation of the Laplace type, called the point equation for the given conjugate system. Throughout this paper we consider surfaces referred to conjugate systems, and hence we will use the symbol S to denote either the surface or the parametric system upon it, as the case may be. When the developables of a linear congruence G meet S in the parametric conjugate system, we say that 67 and S are conjugate to one another.
A second surface »Si conjugate to G is said to be in the relation of a transformation T to S, or to be a T transform of S. Darbouxt has shown that each solution <p of the adjoint equation of the point equation of S determines a congruence G conjugate to S, and that each solution of this point equation determines for any of these congruences G a conjugate surface /Si. Hence each pair of function <p and 6 determines a transformation T, and every such transformation is so determined.
It is the purpose of this paper to develop the theory of these transformations.
It is shown that if »Si and *S2 are two T transforms of »S, there exist oo2 surfaces »S12 each of which is in the relation of transformations T with »Si and 1S2, and the determination of these surfaces requires only quadratures. We have thus proved the existence of a theorem of permutability of transformations T, which includes a similar theorem for the transformations K of conjugate systems with equal invariants^ (see § 9), just as the latter embraces as a particular case the theorem established by Bianchi § for transformations Dm of isothermic surfaces. In § 12 we extend the theorem of permutability so as to be concerned with eight surfaces.
When the function 0 determining a transformation is a constant and the point coordinates are in the cartesian form, the corresponding tangent planes to »S and »Si are parallel, in which case we say that we have a parallel trans-formation.
This result and the consideration of the relation between two transformations T determined by the same <p but different functions 9 lead to results formerly found by the author* for certain types of transformations T and later by Jonas, f and enable us to put the equations of a general transformation T in another convenient form.
In § 9 we consider in particular the case where the point equation of S has equal invariants and its transforms possess the same property.
The resulting transformations are the transformations! K previously studied by us in their relation to the transformations of Moutard of differential equations. As there shown, these transformations K include the transformations Dm of isothermic surfaces discovered by Darboux. § Transformations T can be treated analytically also in terms of the tangential coordinates of the surface. This is done in § 10, and the relations between the two sets of equations are determined.
In particular, the case where the tangential equation has equal invariants is studied, with the result that we are led to the transformations Í2 previously discovered by the author. || If x, y, z are the cartesian coordinates of a surface S and « is any solution of the point equation of S, the surface S whose cartesian coordinates are ar/oe, y I (a, z/io is referred to a conjugate system.
We say that S is a radial transform of S. Combinations of radial and T transformations are studied in §13 in relation to the theorem of permutability of transformations T. In particular, it is shown that this theorem can be applied when a radial transformation is treated as a special type of transformation T.
Transformations T in homogeneous point coordinates
The necessary and sufficient condition that four functions, x, y, z, w, be the homogeneous point coordinates of a surface S, referred to a conjugate system of lines of parameters u and v, is that these functions satisfy an equa- ar, = I cpy 1 t-+ bx ) du + x I --a<py I dv,
x"i = J x\Jfa -Hi) du + <Piy^+ axjdv.
Furthermore, each solution of (1) leads by quadratures to another conjugate system conjugate to the above congruence.
For, if 8y is a solution of (1), the function tri given by dv is conjugate to the congruence Gy whose focal surfaces are (F[) and (F"). We say that Si is obtained from »S by a transformation T. The equations of »Si can be given another form, if we look upon the lines of the congruence Gy as tangent to the focal surface ( F" ) also. Evidently the function t\ , given by (6) n = f dl(fu * Hl)du + ^Ih + adl)dv' is a solution of the point equation of ( F'¡ ). Hence the equations of »Si can be given the form (7) Xi= -2i+jrz.
[January From (4) and (6) we find the relation (8) 0101 = 0-1 + 7-!.
From (5) or (7) we get by differentiation dxi d ( ;
The inverse of a transformation T
It is readily found from (9) that xi,yi, Zi, Wi satisfy the equation
Since the relation between S and Si is reciprocal, there exist functions (pr1 and 071 by means of which S is the transform of »Si. We shall show that di)
«r'-i, *?=7T- (Tl Tl We remark that as the congruence 6\ is the same, on the assumption that 07l = 1, we must have analogously to (3)
where p is to be determined. If the value of x[ from (5) be substituted in the first of these equations, the result is reducible to the form A^ + Bx = 0, ou where A and B are determinate expressions.
Since similar equations hold in y, z, and w, A and B must be equal to zero. From these equations we find that p is 1/a and that (pr1 is of the form (11). It is readily shown that these values satisfy the second of (12).
From (4) and (6) we have d2ffi _ 1 ¿Vi dai dudv~ di<j>idu dv +01<Plfc> (13) d2 ti _ 1 dri dri dudv~ dicpidu dv +0í(t>íll> where A and k are the invariants of (1) and are given by ,,,. da db
By means of (4) and (6) equation (10) 
Hence if <pi and <p2 are two solutions of (2), the equations ; ralogwr / aiog0i\o-iW,
The adjoint of this equation is obtained by replacing d,[ in (16) by d,\/wi. We consider the transformations for which (pi is any solution of (2) and 0i = 1. The corresponding functions cri and ri are given by (23)
It is readily shown that these particular values are in the following relations with the functions o"i and n as given by (4) and (6) :
Vl Vi If S(1) denotes the corresponding transform of S, and its cartesian coordinates are denoted by xm, y(i), z(1), we have from (19) and (20) dz (1) ,dx dxm ,dx (25) ~du~Tldu' ~dv~=~aid~v-From the form of these equations it is evident that the tangent planes to S and S(1) at corresponding points are parallel. Hence, when 0i = 1, we have the parallel transformations T.
Theorem of permutability of transformations T
Suppose that we have two transforms Si and S2 of S determined by the respective sets of functions o-j, tx and <r2, t2, where o-2 and t2 are given by (4) and (6) when 0i and <pi are replaced by 02 and d>2. A solution 0i2 of equation (22) We consider the surface »S12 obtained from Sy by the transformation T determined by 012 and <py2, as given by (17), where now (27) fl"1-^-
The function W12 of this transformation is given by
where 0*12 and ti2 are defined by equations analogous to (4) and (6), namely
By means of (17), (26), and (27) these expressions are reducible to
The coordinates 0:12, 2/12, Z12 of <Si2 are given by equations similar to (21) When we express the condition that this value of xi2 shall satisfy equations (31), we get T a a a fMHTj 0i0i2T2 \1V / 302
(Tli (Tl + 01 In consequence of (35) equation (33) Thus we have established a theorem of permutability of general transformations T. There are two arbitrary constants involved, namely in the determination of 0i2 by (26) and of 02i by m i(.w.,i(j), £<•«-*¿(g).
Accordingly we formulate Theorem 1. // »Si and S2 are two transforms of S, there exist 002 surfaces Sy2, each of which is a transform of both Sy and S2; and their complete determination requires two quadratures.
We say that four such surfaces S, Sy, S2, Sy2 form a quatern. We consider, in particular, the case where S2 is parallel to »S. If we take 02 = 1, in accordance with (19) and (26) we have 0i2 = 1 as one solution. Now (33) becomes (38) (a;i2 -a;2)0i = (xy -x)621.
Hence we have Theorem 2. If S2 is parallel to S and S y is any transform of S, one of the surfaces Sy2 is parallel to Sy ; moreover the lines joining corresponding points on Sy2 and S2 and on S and Sy are parallel.
If both »Si and »S2 are parallel to »S, the functions 0i and 02 are constants. Hence from (33) it follows that x12 is a linear function of x, Xy, x2, with constant coefficients, and consequently »S12 also is parallel to »S.
Envelope of the planes of a quatern
If M, My, M2, M12 are corresponding points of four surfaces of a quatern, it follows from (35) and (36) that these four points lie in a plane 7r. Since this plane contains the lines MMi and MM2 which generate congruences conjugate to the parametric conjugate system on S, it envelopes a surface 2 upon which the parametric curves form a conjugate system, as follows from the general theory of congruences.* Moreover, if II is the point of the envelope corresponding to M on S, the tangent at LT to one of these curves passes through the focal points F[ and P2 of the lines MMi and MM2 respectively, and the tangent to the other curve passes through the focal points Pi' and F2 . We will now find the coordinates of II.
In cartesian coordinates equations (5) and (7) where now x[ o-\ and x" t[ are respectively equal to the right-hand members of (3). Similar equations with subscripts 2 hold for the congruence of lines MM2.
The cartesian coordinates £, n, f of IT are given by equations of the form
where h and t2 are to be determined. When these two expressions for £ are equated, we get an equation of the form Ax + Bxi + Cx2 = 0, where A, B, and C are determinate functions.
Since similar equations in the y's and z's also must hold, we must have A -B = C = 0. From the first two of these equations we get 0i ( w2 + ^ J + ti Í w2 0i -7üi 02 + --yj^--J = 0, We shall find the functions of the theorem of permutability when homogeneous coordinates are used. Now the functions 0i2 and 02i are given by
and the coordinates xy2, • ■ • , wy2 of »S12 must satisfy the equations of the form 
Transformations f determined by the same function d>
We consider now the relation of two transformations determined by 0i and 02 respectively but by the same function <pi ■ If we put (ry)2 = j 02 (^ -Hi)du + d)y (^~ + ad2Jdv, (ay )2 = I <py Í z^ + bd2 J du + 02 Í -~ -ad)y J dv, we have in consequence of (26) 02 02 (46) (1-1)2 = J-Ty -Wydy2, (<Ty )2 = -¿-ffy + Wy 812 . where k is an additive constant.
From (33) and (34) we obtain for the present case 
xu(k(9i-0i2) +001012) = k^x2.
Hence if k = 0, the surface S12 reduces to a point; if c = 0, it coincides with S». In the inverse transformation from Si to S the function wT1 has the value 1/01, as is evident from (20). If we look upon S and S12 as transforms of Si, the analogue of equation (47) This equation is satisfied by the value of £12, given by (51), provided k = -1, Incidentally we remark that the last of (51) can be written
The denominator of this equation is a solution of the point equation of S2. Moreover, corresponding points on S2 and S12 are on a line through the origin. This is a type of transformations which we will consider later ( § 13); we call them radial transformations. Accordingly we have Theorem 3. When a transform Sy of S is known, the determination of another transform S2 with the same function <p requires a single quadrature; then the fourth surface of the quatern is a radial transform of S2.
7. Another form of transformations T Particular importance attaches to the results of the preceding section when we take a parallel surface for »S2. As in § 3, we call it Sm and its coordinates xmf ywt 2(i)( We take e2 = \, then flu = 1. Also we take c = 1. Then (47) assumes the desired form xm (54) Xy = x + -.
Wy
In consequence of (24) equations (19) The significance of this result is that the problem of finding transformations T is reduced to that of finding parallel transforms and the integration of equation (1). Equations (57) enable us to show that when we take 0i = ax + by + cz, 0i° = ax™ + bym + cza), where a, b, c are constants, then »Si is the plane azi + by y + czi = 0. In consequence of (24) and (54) equations (39) giving the coordinates of the focal points of the congruence Gy are reducible to XW n xw (58) x'y = x +-i-, x" -X-.
0"l Ty
As an application of these results we seek the condition that »Si shall be normal to the lines of the congruence Gy. From (57) it is seen that x(1), 3/(1), zm are the direction-parameters of the lines of this congruence. Hence * Cf. Jonas, 1. c, p. 102.
Substituting the values of X\, yi, Zi from (57), we have to within a constant factor (59) 0<11> = A/:r(1)2 + 7/1>2 + z<1>2.
From (22) du dv du dv But this is the condition that x2 + y2 + z2 -6\ also is a solution of the point equation of S. Moreover, it follows from (59) and (57) that in this case 0i is the distance from S to Si. Hence from this point of view we have established the known Theorem 4. When the developables of the congruence of normals to a surface Si meet a surface S in a conjugate system, the function t giving the distance betiveen corresponding points on S and Si is a solution of the point equation of S as is also the function x2 + y2 + z2 -t2.
Returning to the general case, we have from (50) in consequence of (55) (60) 021 = 0(/) -1.
We have taken k = -1 so that (52) shall hold. Then Si2 is the parallel Sô f Si by means of which S is obtained from Si. Consequently the present form of (53) and from (33) we have (0(11)0?)-0(21)0(12))(xi2-a:) (64) = ( 6f 02 -df 0i ) z(1) + ( 0»> 0i -0(/> 02 ) *« .
From this equation and (57) we obtain (65) ((f? df -0'2,) Bf )(xy2-xy) = (0?> 02 -02'>0i) (|r¡*<» -xf» ) .
We note that the expression in the last parenthesis is similar in form to the right-hand member of (57). Hence if we put -fo={**-#p"l)
Hence <S(i2) is parallel to »Si. We wish to show that it is the parallel surface whose coordinates enable the equations of the transformation from »Si to »Si2 to be given a form similar to (57). The first derivatives of the coordinates of this desired parallel surface are equal to , da:i , dxi Ty2lht' ~ai2~dv~' where in consequence of (24), (35) we note its similarity to (57).
cß) *i > "2 0U)ff2
Transformations K
We consider now the particular conjugate systems for which the invariants A and k of the point equation are equal. From (14) it is seen that in this case the point equation may be written (70) 320 3 log Vp~30 3 log Vp"30_Q dudv dv du du dv
From (22) it is seen that the parametric system on Si will have equal invariants, if ai and ti are equal. From (4) and (6) it follows that to within a constant factor we must have The foregoing results are stated in Theorem 5. When a surface S is referred to a conjugate system with equal point invariants and 8y is any solution of the point equation of S, the surface Sy whose coordinates are given by quadratures of the form (73), is referred to a conjugate system with equal point invariants, and the developables of the lines jo ning corresponding points on S and Sy meet these surfaces in these parametric curves. Moreover, the focal points of the congruence are harmonic to the corresponding points on S and Sy.
We assume that »Si and *S2 are two surfaces in the relation of transformations K with »S, and apply the theorem of permutability.
Equations (26) and (37) From (35) it is seen that the necessary and sufficient condition that o"i2 = n2 is (76) W2 021 + Wy 012 = 0.
Hence we have Theorem 6. When Sy and S2 are two surfaces in the relation of transformations K with a surface S, of the <x>2 surfaces Sy2 forming quaterns with them in accordance with the theorem of permutability of transformations T, w1 are in the relation of transformations K with Sy and S2.
From (35) The coordinates £, n, f, of II, the point of contact of the plane ir with its envelope, as given by (41) Evidently the analytical theory of § 1 is independent of the geometrical interpretation there given, and has a meaning when applied to equation (81). This we will give and study the relation between the two sets of equations.
The adjoint of (81) is ,0o. d2 p dp dp I da dß\ (82) d^v-adu-^v + {y-toi--dv)fi = 0-If Xi and pi are solutions of these equations, the following integrals have a meaning :
The functions Xi, Yi, Zi, Wi defined by equations of the form 3Ari _ 3 /X\ dXi _ 3 fX\ (84) "3t7 = n3nAxJ' "ô7= ~ffldi\\i)'
are the tangential coordinates of a second surface, upon which the parametric curves form a conjugate system. 
In consequence of (81) and (85) we have
where as usual the symbol Y signifies the sum for three terms in x, y, z. , where x[, y[ ,z[,w [ are given by equations of the form (3), is a solution of (81).
It is our purpose to show that equations (9) and (84) define the same transformation of S, when 0i and Xi are given by (86) and (89). The analogue of equation (5) is
From (9) it follows that the points Pi and P27 whose coöidinates £1, 7/1, f 1, «1; £2, 7/2, U, W2 are of the form [January the points Ty and T2 are the focal points of the congruence of lines Ti T2.
These lines are the intersections of the tangent planes to »S and »Si. We shall show that X\, Y\, Z[, W[ are the tangential coordinates of the locus of Ty. In fact, it follows from (80), (85), (86), (87) and (88) that
which is a consequence of (85) 
When the values of Xi and 0i from (89) and (86) are substituted in (4) and (83), the resulting equations are reducible to
Hence by a suitable choice of the additive constants of integration we have
In consequence of these results we have from (5) and (90) J^XyXy + WyWy = 0.
Since also ££2X; + co2W[ = 0, it follows from (9), (90), (91) and (93) that y ÔXl _i_ n/ dwi r, V y dxi i n/ dwi n Zl3l7 + iFl3n"=0' ^Zi3t7+PFi"37 = 0-Hence equations (9) and (84) define the same transformation T of S. By making use of the results of § 5, we can obtain the equations of the theorem of permutability of transformations T from the standpoint of tangential coordinates.
The functions Xi2 and X21 must satisfy
The functions äi2, an, tu , tu are given by When these equations are differentiated, we find that the resulting equations are satisfied in virtue of the preceding formulas. Hence we may take X12 and X21 as given by (100).
Equations similar to (5) and (90) From these equations, (98) and (100) we obtain Y X'u X'u + 70¡2 W'12 = <Ti2 + an.
Consequently when X12 and X21 have the values (100), the expressions (99) are the tangential coordinates of S12 whose point coordinates are given by (45).
From the form of (99) we are led at once to Theorem 8. When S, Si, S2, Su form a quatern for transformations T, four corresponding tangent planes meet in a point.
During the remainder of this section we assume that the point coordinates are cartesian and that X, Y, Z are the direction-cosines of the normal to S. Consequently -W is the distance from the origin to the tangent plane.
From (58) Consequently Xi is the distance from the origin to the tangent plane to »S(1). We note that Xi and uy determine a transformation of »S(1). If Xi, Yi, Zi are the direction-cosines of the normal to the transform S,1', and -Wt he distance from the origin to the tangent plane to S\X), equations (84) t E., p. 419.
1M" § §1,3. [January special surfaces »S(1) and S^, treated in § 7, were used in the discussion of the transformations fi.*
The extended theorem of permutability
In this section we extend the theorem of permutability so as to involve a group of eight surfaces. Let »Si, »S2, <S3 be three transforms of »S by means of functions 0¿, <p, for i = 1, 2, 3 respectively.
Applying the theorem of permutability to the three pairs of these surfaces, we get three new surfaces Sy2, »S23, iSgi. We recall that Sa = S a. Since *Si2 and *Si3 are transforms of »Si, there exists a family of surfaces »S', for each of which »Si, <Si2, »S13, *S' form a quatern.
It is our purpose to show that one of these surfaces S' is such that »S2, »Si2, »S23, S' form a quatern; and likewise S3, »S13, »S23, »S'.
We denote by 0i2, w'n, <p'n the functions transforming »Si2 into >S'. The equations analogous to the first of (35) and (36) In consequence of (36) and an analogous expression for xi3 the second of (104) is reducible to In deriving these equations, we looked upon »S' as a transform of <Si2 which in turn is a transform of »Si. Looking upon »Si2 as a transform of »S2 we get the analogous equations From their definition it follows that 02i and w'2y are the same functions as 0¡2 and w\2 respectively.
Making use of this fact, we eliminate x' from (105) and (106). In the reduction we note that from (35) It is readily found that these equations are equivalent to the three 0- (115) and (116) Hence we have Theorem 10. // two surfaces S and S are in the relation of a radial transformation and Si is a T transform of S, a surface Si can be found by a quadrature which is a radial transform of Si and a T transform of S.
When in particular w = 0i, then 0i = 1, and consequently »S and »Si are parallel. Now in all generality we take Wl = -1, Wl = -1/wi.
Therefore, we have Theorem 11. A transformation T is equivalent to the combination of an axial, a parallel and an axial transformations.
Consider now a general quatern of surfaces »S, Si, S2, Si2. From (116), (26) and analogous equations it follows that the functions w = 02, Wi = 0i2, w2 = --, determine axial transformations of S, Si and S2 respectively, into S, Si, S2. The equations determining the axial transform of Si2 as of the pair Si and S12, are dd ra' (*y*wy2) = ri2^^J , ^(*i2W12) = -^{^J-In consequence of the preceding equations we may take wi2 = l/wi2. In order to show that the same function wi2 determines the axial transform of S12, as of the pair S2 and Si2, the following equations must be satisfied: These functions satisfy equations analogous to (35).
In a similar manner we get a second quatern by using 0i for the axial transformation of S. Hence we have Theorem 12. When a quatern of surfaces is known, two other quaterns each containing two pairs of parallel surfaces can be found without quadrature, and these surfaces are axial transforms of the surfaces of the given qtiatern.
As a matter of fact axial transformations can be looked upon as special types of transformations T. Let us apply the theorem of permutability to the case in which S2 is given as above. One solution of (37) Hence if we put coi = 0i2 + 1, equation (36) in this case reduces to (118). Consequently the theorem of permutability is equally true when an axial transformation is used. It is readily shown also that theorem 12 can be established by means of the generalized results of § 11.
